Finns are surprised,
inspired and
empowered by their
libraries

instead of clinging to the idea of their own monopoly
of knowledge. Many libraries have lowered their desk
barriers, and professionals blend in among the users and
offer services actively. Academic and research libraries
have integrated their services into the research and
publication processes. Their physical and virtual
spaces are built as learning environments.

Networking, architecture, good collections, highly educated
professionals... These are characteristics of Finnish
libraries. We can add one more word to the list: popularity.
All Finnish libraries are open and free to everybody,
including university and research libraries, the Parliament
Library and the Finnish National Library. In public libraries
the total annual lending was 18 items per citizen in 2011.
The amount of downloads in academic libraries was 84 per
student or staff member in 2011.

The publications describing our libraries are
the result of a large co-operation joined by
professionals around the country. This booklet
gives you a taste of the articles and videos you
will find on our website ‘Imagine and Explore –
Finnish Libraries Now!’ (now.libraries.fi).

The service concepts have been up-dated in large scale
to benefit the user. Finnish library professionals nowadays
want to combine their own know-how with the user’s,
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I wish all readers inspiring moments with our
Libraries Now!

Chair, ‘Finnish Libraries Now!’ publications team
Director of Libraries, Tampere City Library

Libraries want to reach out to their patrons wherever they
may be. You can catch one of our many bookmobiles that
bring books to every corner of the country or hop on the
unique bookboat in the archipelago of Parainen. Perhaps
you can visit the pop‑up libraries in your local market place
or shopping centre.

If you are not able to use your local library, you can order
books to your home for free. Librarians are also happy to
visit schools, retirement homes, prisons, companies or any
other institutions or groups that could use some fabulous tips
for a great read.

On the Move!
Take a ride on the bookmobile in Lapland! now.libraries.fi/mobile.html
See the many ways libraries reach out to their communities! now.libraries.fi/onthemove.html

12,378

Number of bookmobile stops in Finland, 2011.
Finnish Public Libraries Statistics
tilastot.kirjastot.fi/en-GB/
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Hunt the Mole!

6,5

million

Crowdsourcing
is the

future.

Number
of microtasks
completed on
the website

One very adventurous mole and its virtual friends have helped The
National Library of Finland digitise and restore over six million pages
of Finnish history. Two million pages are now available for everyone to
explore. All this is possible because of enthusiastic online volunteers.
Digital Volunteers consists of two games featuring adventures of a mole.
In Mole Hunt the players are shown two different words and they must
determine as quickly as possible if the words are the same. In Mole
Bridge players try to write the word that appears on the screen correctly.
A simple but genius way to make the tedious task of manual correction
of texts very entertaining.
Crowdsourcing enables libraries to reach new patrons, to engage them
in an innovative and fun way and to appreciate their expertise.
Read more on Digital Volunteers! now.libraries.fi/mole.html

Top 3

Fulfilling Every Whim and Need
Need a room for noisy brainstorming or a quiet space for studying?
Is your trumpet too loud for your neighbours or is your piano too big for your home?

1. FIFA 12
2. NHL 12
3. Super Mario Bros Wii

Do you want meet your favourite author or to share your own poems?

The most popular video games in Entresse Library in 2012.

Do you need a comfortable place to just relax and hand around with your friends?

Find out why Finns are so fond of their libraries!
now.libraries.fi/users.html
See how young patrons enjoy their library located in a shopping centre!
now.libraries.fi/entresse.html

Whatever you fancy, Finnish libraries
are hot spots for a variety of activities and
experiences – open and free – for everyone.
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hek
net!

Library
is
open!

Kirjasto
on
auki!

Multicultural Spirit

La
biblioteca
es
abierto!

Laybreerigu
saacada
u
furanyahay!

Die
Bibliothek
ist
geöffnet!

Библиотека
Открыта!
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Girjerádju
lea
rabas!

2,838,298

Finnish libraries welcome people from all over the world to
enjoy our library community.
Whether you want to find music for children in Somali or
fiction in Portuguese, the collections offer something for
anyone in dozens of languages. Libraries offer services in
three official languages: Finnish, Swedish and Sami. You
can also get advice in English in every library.

Biblioteket
är
öppet!

Le
bibliothéque
est
ouvert!

Book loans in foreign
languages, 2011.
Finnish Public Libraries Statistics
tilastot.kirjastot.fi/en-GB/

Find out how Saami libraries treasure indigenous culture and heritage! now.libraries.fi/storytelling.html
Take a look how multilingual customers use the international bookmobile! now.libraries.fi/mobile.html
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Raamatukogu
on
avatud!

K
a

Open data is a movement that seeks to release closed,
often publicly funded information reserves for anyone to use
openly and for free. Embracing the possibilities of open data
means that libraries will be part of a networking, democratic
society that produces better services for citizens.

Thanks to open databases and active encoders Finnish
people now have applications that make libraries more
accessible. For example, you can scan bar codes on any
book in your bookshelf or book shop and immediately see
the nearest library where you can collect the book.
There are enormous amounts of interesting metadata
produced in libraries but it is often impossible to access these
information reserves outside the library system. Now it is
time to open these resources and let the customers explore
them. Open data enables customers to develop our libraries
with library professionals in a very genuine and practical
way. It will not only benefit the customers, but it will benefit
libraries, as well. Open data is the biggest opportunity for us
in many years. If we hide our data, we hide ourselves.

Read more about the possibilities and principles of
open data! now.libraries.fi/data.html
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What nonfiction books do
the metropolitans read?
The graphics show the most wanted nonfiction books according to different

Release the Data!
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cinema

Music

films 20 %
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show
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nonfiction
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collections
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title in library collections to the number of customer reservations the
title had received.
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Loans, university of applied
sciences libraries, 2011.
Research Library Statistic Database

4,955,699

Libraries

300

The estimate minimum
number of special
libraries, 2011.

2,095,336

Borrowers in public
municipal libraries, 2011.
Finnish Public Library statistics
tilastot.kirjastot.fi/en-GB/

Everywhere

The Counsil of Special Libraries

84

Downloads per student or
staff member, university
libraries, 2011.

Libraries in universities and universities of applied sciences
specialise in higher education, learning and research. The
National Library of Finland and the National Repository
Library are the national umbrella libraries that provide
centralised services for all libraries.

We are proud of our vast library network that consists of
public municipal libraries, research libraries in universities
and universities of applied sciences and special libraries.

Special libraries constitute an eclectic mixture of libraries
that serve many interests: museum and association libraries,
central hospital libraries, privately owned libraries, the Library
of Parliament, the Library of Statistics Finland, government
agencies’ libraries and many more.

There is at least one public library in all the municipalities in
Finland. There were 836 public libraries in Finland in 2011.

School libraries offer services for pupils and students in
various schools and other educational institutions.

Take a virtual tour in the historical National Library of Finland! www.virtuaalikuvaus.com/kansalliskirjasto/esitys_en.html
See how library student uses her own research library in Oulu! now.libraries.fi/student.html

Research Library Statistic Database
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Results Are
Made Together
Collaboration is a natural way to provide great services for
citizens, share professional skills and reduce overlapping
work. Finnish libraries want to be reliable partners locally,
regionally and internationally.
Our inter‑library work extends from regional library systems
and databases to large consortiums. Library professionals
in all library sectors and associations are dedicated to
participate and manage projects that make our work more
influential.

Library
Whether it is the common bookmobile
for Nordic countries, library forums
in Europe or inter‑library partnerships
all over the world, we happily welcome
international collaboration as an integral
part of our work.
See how library goes green in Kotka!
now.libraries.fi/greenlibrary.html
Find out how long-term collaboration
in Barents region benefits both
Finnish and Russian libraries!
now.libraries.fi/barents.html

210,812,690.27 €
Expenditure on staff and library material in
Finnish public libraries, 2011.

Politics

Finnish Public Libraries Statistics tilastot.kirjastot.fi/en-GB/

Library funding, strategy, governance and everyday
managing are not matters of self-evidence or coincidence –
they are matters of library politics.

Libraries in all sectors seek to involve and
empower library users in the development of libraries.
The support and participation of citizens and tax payers
is essential in maintaining libraries as an integral part
of everyday life in Finnish municipalities, educational
institutions and special libraries of various kinds – especially
in the era of digital revolution.

Finnish library system would not be a success without
government funding, comprehensive legislation or the
extensive efforts of administrators, local governance,
associations and personnel. In order to fulfill our mission we
aim at persistent and innovative planning, implementation,
lobbying and leadership in the whole of our library network.
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See how Kirsti Kekki reflects the politics of library
strategy! now.libraries.fi/strategy.html

2

Challenges to
Global Security:
Geopolitics and
Power in an Age
of Transition

Top 3

The most popular
e-books in University of
Tampere, 2011.

The digital revolution opens up new challenges and
opportunities to libraries. We are ready and excited to
explore new technology and media, improve our digital
infrastructure, maintain our high
standard of services and
discover new ways to
make libraries matter.

E Is the Key
3

Strategic
Public
Finance

1
Understanding
Educational
Research

Find out why Swedish speaking libraries are pioneers
in e-collections!
now.libraries.fi/ebooks.html
Read more about our FinELib and National Digital Library!
now.libraries.fi/finelib.html
now.libraries.fi/digitallibrary.html
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Finnish libraries want to make sure
our library web pages are engaging,
effective and easy to use. We
encourage and teach patrons to
explore digital media, databases
and electronic collections. We reach
out in social media and promote
vibrant interaction online.
To support our endeavors the Finnish
National Electronic Library FinELib and the
National Digital Library provide electronic resources
and services for all libraries.

Spaces of Pride and Imagination
Finnish library has always been an important building
established in the most prestigious spot in town. It has been
designed to evoke pride and imagination, to bring citizens
together and to function as a busy centre for cultural activities
and learning. That is why library architecture has always
been a significant element of library development in Finland.
The stylish but welcoming glamour of Turku City Library,
the fanciful wood grouse shape of Tampere City Library
or the beautiful Kuhmo Town Library on the riverbank of
Pajakkakoski rapids – not to mention the libraries designed
by Finnish architect Alvar Aalto in Vyborg, Rovaniemi, Espoo
and Seinäjoki – all testify of the value and appreciation of
Finnish library architecture.
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The new Helsinki University Main Library, situated in the
middle of busy shopping streets and campus area, and the
future Helsinki Central Library, to be erected in the middle
of other important cultural institutions, are among recent
examples of centrally located city libraries that are easily
accessible, architecturally interesting and that will become
havens for information, learning and exciting experiences.
Learn more about the history of Finnish library architecture!
now.libraries.fi/architecture.html
Find out more about the new Helsinki Central Library!
now.libraries.fi/metropolis.html

The first library
for common people
grows as a side activity
of the Regina elementary school
in Anjala parish in southeastern
Finland.

Moments in
the History of
the Finnish Library

1548

Mikael Agricola uses for the
first time a Finnish-language
word denoting the library,
kiriacammio (book chamber).

1640

Academia Aboensis or Turku
University is established.

The number of libraries
exceeds 1000.

1802

The Law on Popular
Libraries is passed in
Parliament.

The chair in Library and
Information
Science
is established at the
University of Tampere.

1895 1928 1971

1882

1912

The first building for a public
library is erected for the
Helsinki City Library
with funds from the
liquor taxation.

The city library in Turku is
reorganized as the first public
library in Finland according to
the modern principles (e.g.
open shelves).
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1961

The new Law on Public Libraries
is passed in Parliament; a radical
increase in state subsidies for public
municipal libraries.

The 78th IFLA Conference
in Helsinki.

2012

1993

The joint database LINDA for
Finnish academic libraries
comes into operation.

Explore the complete timeline of Finnish library history! now.libraries.fi/chronology.html

1. Odi’s Curse by
Maite Carranza

What are
the most
popular book reviews
in Okariino* website
for children and
teenagers?

Making libraries fun and educational for children is one of
our core missions. Children are invited to enjoy library space

Special Place for Kids
2.
Sleepovers
by Jacqueline
Wilson

3.
The Secret of
the Cabinet
by Martin
Widmark

* okariino.fi
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with games, arts, crafts, books, magazines, and music...
Libraries also reach their young patrons online.
The fairytale reading sessions have become an institution
in Finnish libraries and a fantastic way to attract young
generations. Children with reading difficulties can also relax
with Börje the Reading Assistance Dog who is always ready
to listen children’s’ stories.
See Börje the Reading Assistance Dog in action!
now.libraries.fi/borje.html

Learning together
Finnish libraries have always been considered to be the
crucial element in Finland’s achievements in literacy,
education and lifelong learning.
Libraries are enormous archives that keep history alive and
documented for future generations. Courses in genealogy and
digitising home videos and family photographs help library
users to preserve and cherish their own personal histories.
The all-encompassing world of the internet and social and
digital media becomes part of every citizen’s skill set with
the help of computer, software and internet courses provided
by libraries.

The ambitions and interests of many patrons, such as
aspiring writers, scholars, students or even cartoonists and
photographers, are championed in libraries. Educational
services provide inspiration, tools and support for beginners
and advanced enthusiasts.
Library professionals are able to display such quality service
because of their own diverse education. Information sciences
and studies are in the curricula of three universities, three
universities of applied sciences as well as many vocational
institutions.
Men from Käyrä open prison took a course in literature
and information retrieval. Find out their thoughts on
library! now.libraries.fi/course.html
Listen to the hopes and expectations of a future librarian!
now.libraries.fi/student.html
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Top 3

1. Facebook and other wonders of the internet
2. Planning your travel online
3. Virtual citizenship – public services online

The most popular courses in Jyväskylä City Library, spring term 2012.

Generations of Bookworms
See what Finnish bookworms and active library users think about literature!
now.libraries.fi/bookworms.html

Face-to-face
meetings with
authors offer unique
perspectives to
literature.

13.37
Literature
takes you
around the
world and
beyond
your wildest
dreams.

Immerse
yourselves in
adventure,
romance,
horror or
fantasy!

Finnish Public Libraries Statistics
tilastot.kirjastot.fi/en-GB/

Fairytale
sessions foster
imagination.

If you are
curious about
space, wine
culture or
history of
football,
library
welcomes
you to
explore your
interests.

Lent
books per
inhabitant,
whole
country in
2011.

The expertise
of library
professionals
guides you
to origins of
knowledge and
entertainment
– just open
the covers and
start reading.

Imagine and Explore
– Finnish Libraries Now!
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